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1 Notations
V, WC $\mathrm{c}_{\infty}$ ,d $\mathrm{V}\subset int$W VCCW
$orb_{n}(\approx_{0})=\{f^{m}(_{\sim 0}’)\}_{n\wedge}^{n}-1^{orb}’(^{\gamma}\sim 0)=\{f^{n}(_{\sim 0}’)\}_{\iota 1},\infty=$
2 Polynomials
$f:\mathrm{p}o$lynomial, $\deg f=d\geq 2$
$D(\infty)$ basin of infinity $\{\approx\in \mathrm{C}_{\infty} : f^{n}(\approx)arrow\infty(narrow\infty)\}$ $K(f)=$
$\mathrm{C}_{\infty}\backslash D(\infty)$ fdled Juliaset $J(f)=\partial D(\infty)=$
$\partial K(f)$
$J(f)$
$f$ B\"ottcher coodinate $U_{f}$ $\{z:|z|>r_{f}\geq 1\}$ conformal
map$B_{f}$ ,Bf $(f(z))=(B_{f}(\mathcal{Z}))d,$ $B_{f(\mathcal{Z}})=z+o(1)(\mathcal{Z}arrow\infty)$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $\infty$
$J(f)$ $r_{f}=1$
\theta external ray $\{re^{i\theta}$ : $r_{f}<7^{\cdot}<\infty\}$ $B_{f}-\mathrm{P}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\text{ }$ level $h$ equipotential
{he $i\theta$ : $0\leq\theta\leq 2\pi\}$ $B_{f}-\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}$
\theta external ray $f(B_{f}^{-1}(\mathcal{Z}))=B_{f}^{-}1(\approx^{d})$ $f(R_{\theta})=R_{d\beta}$
’
equipotential $\infty$ $D(\infty)$ Green level
curve
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Theorem. 1
$a$ repelling periodic point $a$ external rays
a\in J(f)=\partial K(
Theorem. 2
$f$ 2 $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}$.lynomial $K(f)$
Th.l external rays
:.
$a$ external rays $R_{t(i)}(0\leq t(0)<,$ $..<\theta(n-1\rangle$ $<1\rangle$
$m$ f $R_{t(i)}$ $R_{t(i’)}$ 2’ $7_{-}^{i+m},\cdot$ (mod $n$ ) $\#\cdot$.




rotation number r${ }$tation $\text{ }\vee \mathrm{c}$
.’ ;..’
$\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\infty \mathrm{I}^{\backslash }\mathrm{e}\bm{\mathrm{n}}$ . $3$
$f’(_{\sim 0},)=G^{2\pi}$ parabolic $\mathrm{f}$ ixed point $\sim’ 0$ rotation number
$\frac{771}{n}$
parabolic fixed point $|f’(_{\sim 0}\gamma)|=1$ $f’(_{\vee},0\rangle$ $=e^{2\pi\theta},$ $\theta\in[0,1]$
attracting petals $\text{ _{ }1^{\mathrm{a}}}-$
$|f’(_{\sim 0}’)|>1$ repelling fixed foint Th 3
repelling fixed point rotation number
Yoccoz inequality
Yoccoz inequality
$\approx$ repelling fixed point
$\frac{Reg(\approx)}{|\iota j(\approx)-\underline{9}\pi iq/_{\mathit{1}^{)1}}}\geq‘\frac{rnq}{\mathit{2}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}(\mathit{1}}$
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$rn=g_{C.d}.(p, q)_{\text{ }}g(\approx)$ I $\log f’(\approx)$ branch
$g(\approx)$ 2 $\pi- j^{g},\text{ }p\text{ _{ } }\frac{\gamma r\iota q}{\log(\mathrm{J}}$ closed disk
repelling fixed point $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ number
” ”





$\dot{3}$ Quadratic family $\mathrm{t}$
$f(\approx)\equiv P_{C}(\approx)=\approx+2c$
Proposition 4
$\tilde{a}=\{a_{k}\}_{k1}^{p}=-\mathrm{I}$ repelling periodic cycle $a_{k}$ external rays
2
(1) critical value $c$ C\infty \R( component $S_{1}$ 2 external rays
secter
(2) critical point $0$ $\mathrm{C}_{\infty}\backslash f^{-1}(R(\tilde{a}))$ component $s_{\mathit{0}}$ 4 external rays
2 ak 2 $a_{k}$
4 Douady –Hubbard $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}-\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}$ map
$\mathrm{U}’,$ $\mathrm{U}$ topological $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{k}_{\text{ }}$ $\mathrm{U}’\subset\subset \mathrm{U}$
$f$ : $\mathrm{U}’$ \rightarrow U d-fold branched covering $f$ $d$ $DHp_{\mathit{0}}lyn\sigma\Pi lial-like$
map
2 $DH$ quadratic like $\Pi lap$
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polynomial like map $f$ filled $Julia\mathit{8}et\text{ }$ julia set
$K(f)=\{\approx:f^{n}(\approx)\in \mathrm{U}’, n=1, \underline{9}, \ldots\}$
$.J(f)=\partial K(f\rangle$
polynomial like maps
polynomial like map polynomial
polynomials ( polynomial like maps $\infty$ superattracting fixed point
polynomials polynomial like maps
$K(f),J(f)$ critical points $K(f)$
2 polynomial like maps $f_{\text{ }}$ g $h$ $f$ $g\text{ }$ quasiconformal conjugacy
$K(f)$ $K(g)$ $h\mathrm{o}f=g\mathrm{o}h$
$f$ $g\text{ }$ hybrid equivalent $K(f)$ h $=0$
Straightening Theorem
(1) $d$ polynomial like mapf $d$ polynomial hybrid equivalent
(2) (1) \vee | $K(f)$ $f$ hybrid equivalent polynomial affine
conjugacy –
(3) Juliaset quadratic like map $z^{2}+c$ polynomial hybrid
equivalent –
5 DH renormalization
2 crit $i\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\perp\urcorner$ point $0$
$f$ quadratic like map $‘\sim l$ dividing repelling cycle
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dividing point $K(f)\backslash a$ dividing
2 external rays
$R=R(^{\sim}‘ x)$ $R$ symmetric rays $R’,=$ –R $E$ equipotential
$\Omega$ critical point $\mathrm{C}_{\infty}\backslash (E\cup R\cup R’)$ component \Omega Th 3(2)
$p$ rays \Omega ’ $f^{-p}(\Omega)$ $a$ component
a\in \in d
$\Omega’\ni 0$ $f^{\mathrm{p}}$ : \Omega /\rightarrow \Omega double covering map
quadratic like $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{f}^{\text{ }}$ $DH$ ren\varpi malizable( )
repelling cycle $\tilde{a}$ $0\in$ \Omega ’ $f^{\rho n}(0)\in\Omega’,$ $n=1,2,$ $\ldots$
f immediately $DH$ renormalizable DH renormalizable
$a$ f dividing fixed point
6 Yoccoz puzzle
$f$ quadratic polynomial 2 fixed points $\alpha_{\text{ }}$ \beta repelling
\alpha ( dividing fixed point rotation number $pq.(p>1)$
$E$ $K(f)$ equipotential $K(f)$ $E$ \alpha
extemal rays $\mathrm{P}$
$\mathrm{P}$
$Y_{i}^{(0)}(.i=0,$ $..,p^{-1)}$ depth zero
$P^{u\approx_{\sim}^{\gamma lep}}ieceS$
depth $n$ puzzle $\dot{\mu}eCesY_{i}^{(n)}$ $f^{-n}(Y_{k}^{()})0$ connected component
critical point iterates $\alpha$
critical point – puzzle piece puzzle
piece $\mathrm{Y}^{(n)}=Y_{0}(_{\mathcal{R}})$ critical
critical point iterates \alpha critically finite
Juliaset ( locally connected
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$\Lambda I(f):=$ { level puzzle pieces} Markov property
(1) 2 puzzle pieces depth $\mathrm{A}^{\backslash }$ piece
depth $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{a}_{\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}}}$
(2) puzzle $\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{i}\ominus \mathrm{C}\ominus}Yi(n)|_{\overline{\mathrm{c}}}$ k $f$ : $\mathrm{Y}_{i}^{(n)}arrow Y_{k}^{(n-\mathrm{I})}$
$Y_{i}^{(n)}$ critical double covering conformal
Theorem 5
f quadratic polynomial 2 fixed points repelling




Th 5 $J(f\rangle$ locally connected
$Cor.6\text{ }$
” Th 5 ” $Y^{(n)}$ diameter
$0$
critical puzzle piece $Y^{(n)}$
7 Principal nest
f quadratic polynomial 2 fixed points repelling
W 2 $f^{l}(\approx)\in \mathrm{W}$




$\mathrm{W}-l\ni\approx_{\text{ }}$ $\mathrm{W}_{-k}$ $f^{l-k}(\mathcal{Z})$ $f^{-1}(\mathrm{W}_{-k+1})$
component closure
$\approx\in\prime int$ W int W $\sigma r\cdot b(\approx)$ first return pull back
Sec.6 depth 1 puzzle pieces
$f$ depth 1 puzzle pieces $Y^{(1)},$ $Y_{i}^{(1)},$ $z_{i}((\iota)?\cdot,=1, ..-:^{p}1)$
$Y_{i}^{(1)}$ dividing repelling fixed point $\alpha$ puzzle pieces
$z_{i}^{(1)}t3:\alpha$
$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\iota \mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}$ \alpha ’ puzzle pieces
$f^{-1}(E)$ cut $f^{p}(Y^{(1}))$ $Y^{(1)}$ $Z_{i}^{(\mathrm{I})}(\prime i=1, ..,P-1)$ union ,
2
(1) $f^{k\mathrm{p}}(0)\in Y^{(1)}(k=1,2, ..)$
(2) $t>0,j>0$ $f^{tp}(0)\in Z_{j}^{(1)}$
(1) f $\prime imr’ \mathrm{z}ediatelyDHrenor\eta\cdot ldiZab\iota_{e}$ principal nest $Y^{(0)}$
(2) principal nest $Y^{(0)}\supset \mathrm{V}^{0}\supset \mathrm{V}^{1}$ D
$t$ $f^{tp}’(\mathrm{o})\in Z_{i}^{(1}\mathrm{I}$ first moment
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$\mathrm{V}^{0}$
$orb_{t\mathrm{p}}(\mathrm{o})$ pull back . $V^{n+1}$ int Vn critical point first return
pull back
critical point $intY^{n+\mathrm{t}}\text{ }\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}$ back $cor\gamma\iota binatorically$ $non-re\alpha I- rrCnt$
.
$\mathrm{A}\backslash \mathrm{A}\mathrm{a}_{\text{ }}$ principal nest
combinatorically recurrent principal nest
$l=l(n)$ int Vn critical point fist return time
$g_{n}=f^{l}(n)$ : $V^{n}arrow \mathrm{V}^{n-1}$ two -to -one branched covering
level $n-1$ retum oentral $g_{n}(0)\in \mathrm{V}^{n}$
$\mathrm{A}^{\mathrm{N}}$
$l(n)=\iota(n+1)$
level $n,n+1,$ $..,$ $n+N^{-}1(N\geq 1)$ central cascade
level $n,n+1,$ $..,$ $n+N-2$ return central level $n+N-1$
return non-central
. $g_{n+k}|\mathrm{v}n+k=g_{n+1}|\mathrm{v}n+k(k=1, .., \underline{/}\mathrm{V})$ . $g_{n+1}(0)\in \mathrm{v}^{n+N-1}\backslash \mathrm{V}^{n+N}$
$g_{n+k}|_{\mathrm{v}}n+k=gn+1|n+k(k=1, .., N)$ $g_{n+1},$ $..$ ,gi+N quadrartic like-map
level $n,n+1,$ $..,n+N-1(N\geq 1)$ central cascade level $n-1$
return non $-\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ maximal
principal nest ma imal cascades union
maximal cascades $f$ height $\chi(f)$ $\mathrm{f}^{\mathrm{B}\grave{\grave{>}}}$ immediately
renormalizable $\chi(f)=-1$
8 DH renormalization and central cascades
Proposition 7
quadratic like map$f$ renormalizable $\chi(f)$
49
9 Increasing of moduli
Theorem 8
principal nest $\{\mathrm{V}^{1}’\}$ non-central level count $n(k)$
$\gamma\prime \mathrm{Z}odA^{\gamma\iota}(k)+1\geq Bk$
$A^{n}=\mathrm{V}^{n}\backslash \mathrm{V}^{n+1},$ $B=B(\mu)$ \mu =modA 1
Prop 7 renormalizable maximal cascades
$7nodA^{\mathfrak{n}(}k$ ) Bk
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